PARTIALLY ORDERED TOPOLOGICAL SPACES
L. E. WARD, JR.1

1. Introduction.
In this paper we shall consider topological spaces
endowed with a reflexive, transitive, binary relation, which, following
Birkhoff [l],2 we shall call a quasi order. It will frequently be assumed that this quasi order is continuous in an appropriate sense (see
§2) as well as being a partial order. Various aspects of spaces possessing a quasi order have been investigated
by L. Nachbin
[6; 7; 8],

Birkhoff [l, pp. 38-41, 59-64, 80-82, as well as the papers cited on
those pages], and the author [13]. In addition, Wallace [10] has
employed an argument using quasi ordered spaces to obtain a fixed
point theorem for locally connected continua. This paper is divided
into three sections, the first of which is concerned with definitions
and preliminary results. A fundamental
result due to Wallace, which
will have later applications, is proved. §3 is concerned with compactness and connectedness
properties
of chains contained
in quasi
ordered spaces, and §4 deals with fixed point theorems for quasi
ordered spaces. As an application,
a new theorem on fixed sets for
locally connected continua is proved. This proof leans on a method

first employed by Wallace [10].
The author wishes to acknowledge his debt and gratitude to Professor A. D. Wallace for his patient and encouraging suggestions during the preparation of this paper.

2. Definitions and preliminary results. By a quasi order on a set
X, we mean a reflexive, transitive binary relation, ^. If this relation
is also anti-symmetric,
it is a partial order. If a quasi order satisfies

the following linearity

law

if x, y £ X, then x g y or y ^ x,
then it is said to be a linear quasi order. We write x<y when x^y
and x^y. Henceforth, the following notation will be standard: If X is a
quasi ordered set, and A is a subset of X, we write

L(A) = {y £ X: y ^ x for some * £ A},
M(A) = {y £ X: x ^ y for some x £ A},

E(A) = L(A) r\ M(A).
Presented to the Society, December 28,1952; received by the editors June 8,1953.
1 This work was done under Contract
N7-onr-434,
Department (Office of Naval Research).
* Numbers in brackets refer to bibliography.
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L(A) is called the set of predecessors of A, and M(A)
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the set of suc-

cessors of A. Clearly, A GE(A); UA = L(A)(M(A)), we say that A is
monotone decreasing (increasing) or simply decreasing (increasing). We
note that if A is decreasing (increasing), then X —A is increasing (decreasing). Also, the union or intersection of a family of increasing
(decreasing) sets is increasing (decreasing). Obviously, L(A)(M(A))
is decreasing (increasing).
Suppose now that X is a topological space endowed with a quasi
order. The quasi order is lower (upper) semicontinuous
provided,
whenever a^b (b^a) in X, there is an open set U, with a££/, such
that if x£f/ then x^b (b^x). The quasi order is semicontinuous if it
is both upper and lower semicontinuous.
It is continuous provided,
whenever a^b in X, there are open sets U and V, a(£U and b£ V,
such that if x££/ and y£F,
then x%y. A quasi ordered topological
space (hereafter abbreviated
QOTS) is a topological space together
with a semicontinuous
quasi order. If the quasi order is a partial
order, then the space is called a partially ordered topological space
(hereafter abbreviated
POTS). Clearly, the statement
that A""is a
QOTS is equivalent to the assertion that L(x) and M(x) are closed
sets, for each x£A\
Lemma 1. If X is a topological space with a quasi order, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) the quasi order is continuous,
(2) the graph of the quasi order is a closed set in XXX,
(3) if a^b in X, then there are neighborhoods N and N' of a and b
respectively, such that N is increasing, N' is decreasing, and NP\N' = 0.

Lemma 2. A continuous quasi order is semicontinuous. A POTS is a
Ti-space; a POTS with continuous partial order is a Hausdorff space.
The proofs of Lemmas

1 and 2 are trivial.

We note also

Lemma 3. If X is a topological space with a linear quasi order, then
continuity and semicontinuity of the quasi order are equivalent.

Proof.

By Lemma

plies continuity.

2 it suffices to show that semicontinuity

If a%b, then b^a

open sets U and V, a££/,

6£F,

and 5££(c).

such that if x£t/

x%y. If there exists c£A" such that b^c^a,

U = X-L(c),

V=X-M(c).

and y£F,

cQE(a)\JE(b),

Otherwise, let U = X-L(b),

—M(a). It is clear that U and V have
We define a chain to be a subset of
linear with respect to the quasi order.
which is properly contained in no other

im-

We shall exhibit
then

let

V= X

the desired properties.
a quasi ordered set which is
A maximal chain is a chain
chain. The Hausdorff maxi-
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mality principle ( = Zorn's lemma) assures the existence of maximal
chains in any quasi ordered set. A useful result of Wallace [10] is the

following
Lemma 4. Every maximal chain in a QOTS is a closed set.

Proof.

Let C be a maximal chain in a QOTS. Then

C = n {L(x)\J M(x):xGC}.
By semicontinuity,
C is closed.
An element y in a quasi ordered set X is minimal (maximal),
whenever x^y (y^x) in X implies y^x (x^y). The following fundamental theorem was first proved in [lO].

Theorem
1. A non-null compact space endowed with a lower (upper)
semicontinuous quasi order has a minimal (maximal) element.
Proof.

We give the proof for the lower semicontinuous

8=

case. Let

{L(x):x(=X},

where X is a non-null compact space with lower semicontinuous
quasi
order. 2 being partially ordered by the inclusion relation, there exists
3ftC8, where 9JJ is a maximal chain with respect to the inclusion relation. By lower semicontinuity,
each L(x) is closed, and therefore,
since X is compact, there exists

*o£n

{L(x):L(x)eM}.

By the maximality of W, x0 is minimal.
This theorem is asserted by Birkhoff in the partially ordered case
in a somewhat different (but equivalent)
form [l, Chap. IV, Theorem 16]. The theorem has an interesting application in the following
corollary, due originally to R. L. Moore. The proof given below,

with modifications, follows that of [15, Chap. 1,12.15]. A continuum
is a compact connected

Corollary
cutpoints.

Hausdorff

space.

1.1. A nondegenerate continuum

has at least two non-

Proof. Let X be a nondegenerate
continuum,
non-cutpoints.
If N contains at most one point,

and N its set of
then there exists

xo£.X —N; hence X —x0=AKJB, A\B,3 A and B non-null. We may
assume

NQB;

then for each x^A,

there is a decomposition

• A | B if, and only if, A and B are separated sets, i.e., AC\B =0=AC\B.

i954l
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X-

x = A(x) \J B(x),

with XoElB(x), so that A(x)C.A.
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A(x)\B(x),

Define a partial order in A by x^y

if, and only if A (x) C.A (y). Since L(x)=A(x),
this partial order is
lower semicontinuous.
(As a matter of fact, the partial order is semicontinuous, but this is not essential to the proof.) A being compact,
there is a minimal element ££X
Since p is minimal, A(p)=0,
a
contradiction.
A subset A of a QOTS, X, is convex provided A =E(A). X is quasilocally convex (abbreviated
qlc) provided, whenever »;£A and E(x)
£ U, an open set, there is a convex open set V such that E(x) £ VC U.
X is locally convex provided, whenever x£A and x££7, an open set,
there is a convex open set V such that x£F££7.
If Y is a quasi
ordered set, a function f:X—>Y is order-preserving provided/(a)
^/(6)

in Y whenever a S b in X.
Nachbin [6; 7; 8] has shown that if X is a compact POTS with
continuous partial order, and b^a in X, then there is a continuous
order-preserving/:X—>7
(the unit interval) such that/(a) = 0,/(6) = 1.
The author [13] observed that this result can easily be extended to
the case where A" is a compact QOTS with continuous quasi order.

It follows that
Theorem
order is qlc.

2. A compact Hausdorff

QOTS with continuous

quasi

Proof. Let A be a compact Hausdorff QOTS with continuous quasi
order, x£A,
E(x)QU,
an open set. If t^X—U,
then either t^x
or xtJzt. If t^x, then there is a continuous order-preserving/,:X—►/
such that/,(*)=
0,/,(/) = l. Let

U,= {y:ft(y) <l/2};
then x£Ut, a decreasing open set, and t(£Ut. In a similar fashion, if
x^t, then we obtain Ut, an open increasing set. Since X—U is compact, there is a finite set h, t2, ■ ■ ■ , r„£A— U such that

X-

77 C U {Xi=i

Uti).

Letting

v = n {#*}.
we see that

1/ is convex and open and E(x)C.CVCZ U.
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Corollary
2.1 (Nachbin).
tial order is locally convex.
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A compact POTS with continuous par-

3. Chains in quasi ordered spaces. In subsequent theorems, it will
frequently be the case that compactness is an unnecessarily
strong
hypothesis; rather, compactness of maximal chains will suffice. In
Theorem 3, below, the meaning of this condition is analyzed. The
subject of chains satisfying the anti-symmetry
condition (i.e., E(x)
= x for every element x) has been thoroughly studied for the case
of the interval topology, that is, the topology which has for a base
for the open sets all the open intervals (a, b) where
(a, b) = {x'.a < x < b}.
This topology is the coarsest topology for which the order is continuous. The study of chains arose as a generalization
of the real
numbers and can, within limitations,
be extended to quasi ordered
spaces. (On the study of chains in connection with this paper, see

[l, Chap. Ill; 4; 2]. Also, relative to lattices with the interval
topology, see [3].)
Let A be a subset of a quasi ordered set X. The element x£X is an
upper (lower) bound for A provided a^x (x^a) for all a£^4. The
element x is a least upper (greatest lower) bound for A if x is a minimal
(maximal) element of the set of upper (lower) bounds of A. Hereafter, we abbreviate
lub. and gib. for least upper and greatest lower
bound. It was shown in [4] and [l] that an anti-symmetric
chain
is complete if, and only if, it is compact in its interval topology.
Subsequently,
Frink [3] generalized
this theorem by showing that,
in a lattice, compactness
in the interval topology is equivalent
to
completeness
in the customary
lattice-theoretic
sense. These theorems fail for topologies finer than the interval topology.
It is possible to define an "interval" topology for quasi ordered sets.
It is that topology which has for a subbase for closed sets all sets of
the form L(x) or M(x), where x is a member of the quasi ordered set.
Again this interval topology is the coarsest topology for which the
quasi order is semicontinuous.
We say that a quasi ordered set is
complete if every chain of the set possesses a lub. and a gib. For
any chain C of a quasi ordered set, we denote by max C the set of
maximal elements of C, and by min C the set of minimal elements of
C. If A and B are subsets of a quasi ordered set, we write A <B
when, for each a£4, Z>£5, wehavea^i
and a££(&).
We now extend the result of Haar and Konig [4] to the case of
quasi ordered spaces, at the same time gaining some insight into
the compact maximal chain condition.

1954]
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Theorem
3. Let X be a QOTS. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(1) if C is a closed chain in X, then C is compact,
(2) if C is a maximal chain in X, then C is compact,
(3) if C is a non-null closed chain in X, then max C and min C are
non-null compact sets,
(4) E(x) is compact for each x£A, and every closed subset of X has
maximal and minimal elements.
The statements (I) to (4) imply
(5) X is complete and E(x) is compact for each x£A.
If X is a chain with interval topology, then (5) implies the statements

(1) to (4).
Proof.
In view of Lemma 4, it is obvious that (1) and (2) are
equivalent.
By Theorem 1 and the semicontinuity
of the quasi order,

(1) implies (3).
(3) implies (1): Let C be a non-null closed chain in J, J a family
of non-null closed subsets of C, linearly ordered by inclusion. Let

<5={E(T) r\C:TE£\.
We assert that each member of © is closed; for suppose x£C —£(7*)
for some 7££.
By (3), min TVO^max
T, and hence either x
-<min T, or max T< x, or min T< x <max T. If x-<min T, then
x£C— Af(min T); now M(min T) is a closed set containing E(T), so
that x£C —E(T). A similar argument
follows if max T<x.
If

min 7Xx<max

T, let Ta = L(x)C\T, Ti = M(x)C\T. Then T0 and T,

are disjoint closed sets whose union is T, max T0<x,
Following the argument above,

and x<min

7\.

x £ C - E(To) U E(Ti) = C - E(T).
Hence E(T)C\C

= E(T)r\C,

so that each member of © is closed. Let

M = U {minS:Se@},

U = U {max S:S £ ©}.

By (3), we may choose MoEmax If. By semicontinuity,
mo^u, for
each w£77. Suppose there exists Si£©
such that mo£Si;
then
min Si<m0-<max
Si. Denoting
K = SiC\L(mo),
it is clear that

O5*max K<ma. For S£©, either SiCS or SCSi. If SiCS, then
max l?£Si£S,
so that min SCL(K). If SCSi, then min SCSi
C\MCK. In either event, min SCL(K), so that MQL(K). Now
L(7Q is a closed set and m0£Z,(A'),

m0£Si for each Si£@.

contradicting

Clearly, then,

{£(Onr:r£2:}

wz0£Af. Evidently
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is a family of non-null
(3), E(m0) is compact,

closed sets, linearly
so that

fl {E(m0)nT:TGZ}
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ordered

by inclusion.

By

* 0.

Hence X has non-null intersection,
so that C is compact.
The equivalence of (3) and (4) follows by routine arguments. To
show (1) implies (5), we note that since each E(x) is a chain, each
E(x) is compact by (1). Let C be a chain of X; then C is a compact
chain, and hence by Theorem 1, C contains maximal and minimal
elements, say Xi and x0. It is obvious that Xi is an upper bound for C,
and by semicontinuity,
Xi is a lub. for C. Similarly, Xo is a gib. for C,
proving (5).
If X is a chain with interval topology, then (5) implies (3): let C
be a closed subchain of X. In view of (5) it suffices to show that min C,
max C are non-null. By (5), C has a lub. and a gib., say Xi and x0.
If Xi£C, then, since X has the interval topology, there exists a£X
such that CQL(a), Xi££X —L(a). But then a is an upper bound for
C, contradicting
that xi is a lub. Similarly, Xo£C This completes

the proof.
It is not true that (5) implies (3), even when X is a partially
ordered set with the interval topology. We indicate a counter example.

Let X = ByJC where C is the real interval

C= {t:0 g t < l},
with the usual linear order, and B is a set of two elements, x and y.
Define x and y to be successors of each element of C, but not comparable with each other. Then X is complete, x and y are lub.'s for
C, and C is closed in the interval topology, since C = L(x)C\L(y).
However, x and y are not members of C, so that max C = 0.
A partially ordered set X is dense in the sense of order, or, more
simply, order dense provided, whenever x<y in X, there exists z£X
such that x<z<y.
In the remainder
of this section we investigate
conditions sufficient to insure the connectedness of POTS's and their
maximal chains. Further results of this sort can be found in [13].
A related question has been solved by Eilenberg [2 ] who showed that
a connected Hausdorff space admits a continuous linear order if, and
only if, the complement of the diagonal in XXX is not connected.
Analogues of the following results are well known for linear order;
the reader is referred to the previously mentioned bibliography of [l ].

Theorem 4. A connected chain in a POTS, X, is order dense. If X
has compact maximal chains, then any order dense maximal chain is
connected.

i954l
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If C is a non-order

with M(x)C\L(y)=x\Jy.
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dense chain in X, choose x<y

in C

Then

CCL(x)U

M(y),

L(x)\M(y)

so that C is not connected. Conversely, if X has compact maximal
chains, suppose C is a non-connected
maximal chain of X. Then

C = P\JQ, P\Q, P^Ot^Q.

Since C is compact, by Theorem 1, C

contains a maximal element, u. Assuming m£Q, we know by the
compactness
of P that P contains a maximal element p<u. Let

P'=L(p)C\C,

Q' = C-P'.

Readily, P'\Q', and Q' contains a mini-

mal element, q. By the maximality of C, M(p)C\L(q) =pVJq, so that
C fails to be order dense.

Theorem 5. Let X be an order dense POTS with compact maximal
chains, and suppose either the set of maximal elements or the set of minimal elements of X is connected. Then X is connected.

Proof. If X = PKJQ, P\ Q, P^O^Q,

we may assume the maximal

elements of X are connected and contained
chain meeting P; then C is not connected,
rem 4. Hence X is connected.

in Q. Let C be a maximal
in contradiction
of Theo-

Theorem 6. Let X be a POTS with compact maximal chains. Then
a necessary and sufficient condition that every maximal chain be connected is that L(x)C\M(y)
be connected for every pair of elements x,

y£A.
Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious, and is valid in
case A is a QOTS without conditions on the maximal chains. To prove
the sufficiency,

suppose

X contains

a non-connected

maximal

chain,

C. As in Theorem 4, we obtain p, g£C such that M(p)C\L(q) =p\Jq,
contradicting
the condition that M(p)C\L(q)
be connected.
It might reasonably be conjectured
that if A is a compact POTS
in which M(x) and L(x) are connected for every x£A,
then every
element of X is an element of some connected maximal chain. That
this is not true is demonstrated
by the following example. Let X
= 7X7, the Cartesian product of the unit interval with itself, with the
usual plane topology. Define (a, b) S (c, d) if, and only if, one of the
following three conditions is satisfied:

(1)

a = c,

b g d,

(2)

a^c,

b = 0,

(3)

a = 0,

d = 1.

It is simple

(but tedious)

to verify

that

the relation

so defined

is
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a semicontinuous
partial order. We note in addition that (0, 0) is the
only minimal element of X, and that every point (x, 1) with x>0 is
maximal. Further L(x, y) and M(x, y) are connected for each (x, y)
£-X\ However the only maximal chains containing
(0, 1) are of the
form

({0} XI) W(x, 1),

x> 0,

and hence are not connected.

4. Remarks on fixed points. In this section we prove a number of
theorems on fixed points and sets, and give two applications to obtain theorems on fixed points and sets in locally connected continua.
The main result, Theorem 9, is an improvement
of a result due to
Schweigert
[9] and Wallace [10]. The results on fixed points and
sets in QOTS's are similar to a theorem of Wallace [lO].
By a net, we mean a function x:A—>X, where A is a directed set
and X is a set. For X£A, we write xx to denote the image of X under
the function x. (For further details on nets, see [5].) If X is a quasi
ordered set, we shall denote both the quasi order in X and the direction in A by the symbol ^. A net x is monotone increasing (decreasing)
if, whenever X^^i in A, we have xx^x„ (x^xx) in X. If X is a topological space and x:A—>X is a net, we say that x clusters at the point
x0£X provided, whenever xo£c/, an open set, and X£A, there is
/x£A, X^^, such that x„£f/.
The net x converges to x0 provided,
whenever

Xo£Z7, an open set, there

is X£A

such that

xM££7 for all

Lemma 5. Let X be a compact Hausdorff QOTS with continuous quasi
order. Then every monotone net in X clusters, and the set of cluster points
is contained in E(x0),for some x0£X.

Proof. Let x be a monotone increasing net in X. (The proof for
the decreasing case is entirely dual.) Since X is compact, x clusters,
say at x0. Let U be an open set containing £(xo); by Theorem 2, X
is qlc, so that there is a convex open set V such that E(x0)C.VC.U.
Since x clusters at V, there is Xo£A such that Xx0£ V, and, if X^X0,
then there is X'sgX such that xx-£F. Since V is convex, xx£FCl7,
for all X^X0. Evidently, x can cluster only at points of E(xB).

Corollary.
If X is a compact POTS
every monotone net in X converges.

with continuous

order, then

The proofs of the next two lemmas are trivial.

Lemma 6. Let Xbea topological space, f: X-*X continuous, and x£X

1954]
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such that the sequence fn(x),
Thenfn(x) clusters atf(xB).

w = l, 2, ■ • • , clusters
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at some x0£A.

Lemma 7. Let X be a topological space, f:X—>X continuous, and
x„, w = 1, 2, • • • , a sequence in X such that x„=f(xn+i).
If xn clusters
at xo, then x„ clusters at f(xB).
Two elements, x and y, in a quasi ordered set are comparable, if
either xgy or y^x. The following result is related to a theorem of
Birkhoff [l, Chap. IV, Theorem 8]; see also the references cited in
connection
with Birkhoff's
theorem,
in particular,
the result of
B. Knaster, that an order-preserving
function on a complete antisymmetric chain into itself has a fixed point.
Theorem
7. Let X be a Hausdorff QOTS with compact maximal
chains, f:X—>X continuous and order-preserving.
A necessary and
sufficient condition that there exist a non-null compact set KC.E(x0),

for some x0£A, such that f(K) =K is that there exist x£A
x and f(x) are comparable.

such that

Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious. To prove the
sufficiency, suppose x exists such that x and f(x) are comparable.
Then, since/is order-preserving,
the set

{/»(*) :w = 1,2,...

}

is a chain and therefore is contained in a maximal (and hence compact) chain. By Lemma 5, f"(x) clusters at some x0, and all cluster
points are contained in £(x0). By Lemma 6,/(£(x0))£E(xo).
Denote

£ = D {f(E(x0)):n
Clearly K is a non-null

compact

= 1, 2, • • • }.

subset

of E(xa), and f(K) =K.

Corollary
7.1. 7/ A is partially ordered, then a necessary and sufficient condition that f have a fixed point is that there exist x£ A such that
x and f(x) are comparable.
If A is a quasi ordered set with an element e£A such that e^x,
for all x£A, and A is a subset of X, we say that A is bounded away
from e provided there is y£A —E(e) such that AQM(y).

Theorem
8. Let X be a Hausdorff QOTS with compact maximal
chains, and suppose there exists e£A such that e^xfor
all x£A. Let
f'.X—>A be continuous, order-preserving, and satisfying
(i) there exists x£A —E(e) such that x and f(x) are comparable,
(ii) if x satisfies (i), then either the sequence /"(x), » = 1, 2, • • • , is
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bounded away from e, or there exists y(EX such that x££(/(y))

and

f(y)£y.
Then there is an x0£X —E(e) and a non-null compact set K<ZE(x0)

such thatf(K)=K.
Proof. Choose x satisfying (i). If/"(x) is bounded away from e,
we obtain K as in Theorem 7. Otherwise, by (ii), there is a yi£-X" such
that x££(/(yi)),
f(yi)^yi.
Inductively,
we obtain a sequence yn

such that

x g f(y{) Syi^

f(y2) ^ y2 S ■■■ ,

where each ynE.E(f(y„+i)).
Since {y„:» = l, 2, • • • } is a chain, it is
contained in a maximal chain. Therefore, by Lemma 5, y„ clusters,
and all cluster points are contained in some £(x0), x0£Z —E(e). By
Lemma 7, f(E(x0)) C.E(x0). Defining K as in Theorem 7, the theorem

is proved.
Corollary

8.1. If X is partially

ordered, then f has a fixed point

distinct from e.
The condition (ii), or something very like it, cannot be omitted from
the hypotheses of Theorem 8, even if X is compact and/ is onto. For

let X = A\JB be the plane set defined by

A = {(p,e):P = \\,

B= j(p,0):P = ^-4.

Let e=(0, 0), and fix x0 = (po, 60)E.B—e. Partially order X by (pi, 0i)
g(p2, 02) if, and only if, pi = p2, di=62, or Pi = 0, or pi^p2^p0. Thus X
is a compact POTS. Define/:X—>X by

SiX,e) = (i,ef(->

\e + l

6) = (max <!o,-1

/

\

t/2),

I e +1 - 7r/2j

, max {0, 6 - v/2\ V

'V

Then / is an order-preserving
continuous function onto, and x0 and
/(x0) are comparable. However e is the only fixed point under /.
Four more results follow easily from Theorems 7 and 8.

Corollary
8.2. Let X,f be as in Theorem 7, and suppose X satisfies
the equivalent conditions
(i) there exists w£-X" such that L(u) =X,
(ii) for x£X, y£X, there exists z£X such that x^z and y^z.
Then there is a non-null

XoEX, such thatf(K)=K.

compact set K contained

in JE(xo), for some

1954]
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8.3. If X, f are as in Corollary 8.2, and X is partially

ordered, then f has a fixed point.

Corollary
8.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff QOTS satisfying
(i) and (ii) of Corollary 8.2, as well as
(iii) there exists e£A such that e^x for all x£A, awd E(e)^X.
Then, if f:X—>X is continuous, order-preserving,
and onto, there is
a non-null compact set KCE(xo),
for some xo£A —E(e), such that

f(K)=K.
Corollary

8.5. If X, f are as in Corollary 8.4, and X is partially

ordered, then f has a fixed point distinct from e.

A point e of a topological space is an endpoint if, whenever eC U,
an open set, there is an open set V such that e£ VC VC U, and V — V
is a single point. Two subsets P and Q of a connected space X are

separated by the set AC A if

X - K = A\J B, A\B,

PC A, QCB.

If points p and q are not separated by any point, we write p~q. A
prime chain is a continuum which is either an endpoint, a cutpoint,
or a nondegenerate
set E containing distinct elements a and b with
a~6, and representable
as

E = {x: a ~ x and x <~ b}.
An endelement is a prime chain E with the property that if ECU,
an open set, then there is an open set V such that ECVCU,
and V

— V is a single point.
Lemma 8. T,e/ X be a connected, locally connected Hausdorff space. If
E is an endelement of X, then E contains at most one cutpoint of X.

Proof.

Suppose

E contains

two distinct

cutpoints,

x0 and Xi, of

X. Then for i = 0, 1, we have

X-Xi

= Ai\JBi,

Ai\Bu

and, by the local connectedness

E-XiCAi,

of A, we may take Ai connected.

Clearly, Bi —Bj^O, for *Vj. Choose yiCBi —B, (i = 0, 1, i^j), and
let d be the component of A —xt-such that y,£C,-. If Co^G^O,
then

Co^JCi is connected;

since Xi£Co,

evidently

CoCT^i, contra-

dicting yoCBo—Bi. Therefore, Co(~\Ci= 0.
Choose U an open set such that ECU and U meets both C0 and
Ci but contains neither. Since E is an endelement,
there is an open
set V such that ECVCU,
and V— V is a single point. Therefore,
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either x0£F or Xi£F, and it follows easily that
Co and Ci, a contradiction.

V— V meets both

Lemma 9. If X is a connected, locally connected Hausdorff space, and
E is an endelement of X containing a outpoint x of X, then E —x and
X —E are separated sets.

Proof. Since X is locally connected, it is sufficient to show that if
Co is the component of X —x which contains E —x, then Co = E —x.
If not, there exists y£Co —E. Let C be any component of X —x distinct from Co, and P a connected open set such that x£P, y£P,
C —Pt^O. Then (CoWP) —y is an open set containing E, and, since E
is an endelement, there is a connected open set V such that EC.V

CZ(Co^JP)—y, where V— V = p, a point. Since y£F,

it follows that

p£Co, whence x£ V. Therefore (V — V)C\Ct£Q, contradicting
££C0.
Now suppose X and Y are Hausdorff spaces and f(X) = Y is continuous. / is non-alternating if, for every decomposition

X - tKyo) = M\J N,

m\n,

no set/_1(y) meets both M and N.f is monotone if/_1(v) is connected
for every y£F. Obviously, every montone function is non-alternating. The next two lemmas are due to Wallace [ll].

Lemma 10. The following are necessary and sufficient conditions for f
to be non-alternating: for each decomposition

^ - /-1(yo) = MKJ N,

M | N,

(1) M=f~lf(M) and N=f~lf(N),
(2)/(JkOn/(iV)=0,
(3)/-1/(Af)O/-i/(iV)=0.
Lemma 11. If f is closed and non-alternating,

and if f~x(y) separates

P and Q in X, then y separates f(P) andf(Q) in Y.
For the next three lemmas, we assume that X is a locally connected
continuum with an endelement E. Define a relation, ^, in X by x^y
if, and only if, x££, or x = y, or x separates E and y in X.

Lemma 12. The relation ^ is a semicontinuous
a single point, then ^ is a partial order.
Proof. That the
when £ is a point,
show that this quasi
and L(x) closed, for

quasi order. If E is

relation is a quasi order, and is a partial order
is essentially proved in [14, Chap. Ill, 1.3]. To
order is semicontinuous,
it suffices to show M(x)
each x£X. That L(x) is closed follows from [14,

Chap. Ill, 4.2]. If x££, then M(x)=X. If xGX-E,

then
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{y.x separates E and y in X}.

If C is the component of A —x which contains E, then ilf(x) =X—C.
Since A is locally connected, M(x) is closed.

Lemma 13. If /(A) = A **snon-alternating, and f(E)CE,

then f is

or der-preserving.
Proof. Let xgy in A. That/(x)
^f(y) is trivial except in the case
where x separates E and y, f(x) £A —E, and /(x) 5*/(;y). Then /_1/(x)
separates £ and y, so that by Lemma 11, f(x) separates £ and/(y).

Lemma 14. 7//(A)=A
& non-alternating, and f(E)CE,
is a cutpoint x of X such that x and f(x) are comparable.
can be so chosen that, for some y£X, x<y and x<f(y).

then there
Further, x

Proof. If £ contains a cutpoint x of A, then /(x)££,
so that x
and f(x) are comparable. Since /(A) = A and /(£) C£, there is y £A
—£ such that/(y)£A
—£. Therefore,
by Lemma 9, x<y and x
<f(y). If £ contains no cutpoint of A, choose y£A
such that
y£A —£ and f(y)£X—£.
Since £ is an endelement,
there is an
open set A such that

ECACXand A —A =x, a cutpoint.

A-x

Note thatx<y,

= ^UjB,

^[5,

Note further that f(y)CBC\f(B).
/(x)££,
then /(x)^x,
Otherwise, f(x)CA—E;

(yVJf(y)),
x<f(y),

£C4,

and

yU/^C/J.

U f(x) CB, then xg/(x),

and if

so that in either case the lemma is proved.
in this event we consider two cases.

Case 1. f(x) is not a cutpoint. Then by Lemma 11, /_1/(x) fails to
cut X and therefore /_1/(x) contains either A or B. If BCf~lf(x),

then f(y)CA,

a contradiction, and if ACf~lf(x), then/(x)££,

wise a contradiction.
Case 2. /(x) is a cutpoint.

like-

In this case, we claim that

X - f(x) = {f(A)- f(x)) U (/(S) - /(*)),
/G4) - /(*) 5*0 5*f(B) - /(*),
/(A) - /(*) | f(B) - f(x).
Since £04 and/(x)£A-£,
it follows that f(E)Cf(A)-f(x)
Since f(x)^f(y)Ef(B), we have f(B)-f(x) 5*0. To show

/G4) - /(x) | f(B) - f(x),
suppose there exists /£A

such that

t £ f(A) - fix) r\ ifiB) - f(x)).

5*0.
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is non-alternating,

t=f(x),

a contradic-

(f(A)- s(x))n s(B) - six) = o,
establishing

the separation.

If x£/(2J),

then/(x)^x,

proving

the

lemma. If x£/C<4) —/(x), then SiA) —Six) meets both A and B, and,
since /(x)£.4
and B is connected,
it follows that B(ZS(A)—S(x).
But this implies that/(y)£/(yl)
—/(x), a contradiction.
Before proving our chief result, it is convenient to introduce a
notion of clustering and convergence for sequences of sets in a topological space. (In connection with metric spaces, see [14, Chap. 1, 7].)
A sequence of sets An, » = 1, 2, • • • , is said to cluster at a point x if
infinitely many members of the sequence An meet any given open
neighborhood
of x. The set of cluster points is denoted lim sup An.
The sequence An converges to x if all but a finite number of the An
meet any given open neighborhood
of x. The set of convergence
points of An is denoted lim inf An. Obviously,
lim inf -4„£lim
If lim sup An = l'im inf An, then this set is denoted lim An.

sup An.

Theorem
9. Let X be a locally connected continuum with an endelement E, andS(X) =X monotone such that /(£) =E. Then X contains a
non-null subcontinuum K such thatf(K) —K, and either K is a cutpoint
or KC.X —E. Further, no point separates any pair oS points oS K in X.

Proof.

By Lemma 12, X is a QOTS, and by Lemma 13,/ is order-

preserving. By Lemma 14, there is a cutpoint x£X
S(x) are comparable.
If x££,
then by Lemma 9,

X - x= (E-

x)VJ (X - E),

E-

such that x and

x\X - E.

If/(x)=x,
the theorem is proved; otherwise/(x)££
—x, and hence
by Lemma 8,/(x) is not a cutpoint. Therefore, either ££/-1/(x)
or

X-ECS"Y(x).
But ££/-J/(x)
Cf-^x) contradicts S(X)=X.

contradicts

/(£)=£

and X-E

It remains to consider the case where x£X —E. If x^/(x),
then
by Theorem 8, there is a non-null set KCZE(x0), x0£-X" —E, such that
SiK)=K.
Since E(xo)=x0, the theorem is proved. If/(x) <x, let

X - x = AVJ B,

A\B,

where A is the component
of X —x containing
E; then /(x)£.4.
Further, by Lemma 14, x can be so chosen that there exists 6£X such
that 6 £5 and/(&)£2?.
Note that for any positive integer, n,

X - /-«(x) = S~n(A) \J S~n(B),

S~n(A) | /-(£).
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f~l(B)

is connected,

and,

bCB, and f(b)CB, it follows thatf^l(B)CB.

because
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xCf~1(A),

Hence ACf'^A), and

therefore
for n<m,
we have f~n(A) <f~m(A). Since A is
lim sup/_n(x)5*0.
(A) lim sup /_n(x)=lim
inf /~"(x).
For
if not,
x0£lim sup/_n(x) and a connected open set U with x0£ U,
if A is a positive integer with f~N(x)(~\U9iQ,
then there

such that f~m(x)nu

f-N(x)f\U^0

= 0. Either

compact,
there
is
such that
is m>N

UCf~m(A) or UCf~miB);

since

andf-N(x)Cf-m(A), it follows that UCf~m(A). There-

fore, for p>m,

we have

U C f~m(A)C f~"iA)
so that
Ur\f~p(x)
£lim sup/-n(x).

=0,

contradicting

(B) lim/_n(x)
is a continuum.
and hence compact. Suppose

our

assumption

It is trivial

limf~"(x) = PVJQ,

that

lim/~n(x)

that

x0

is closed

P\Q.

Since A is normal, there are disjoint open sets U and V such that
PCU, QCV. Assuming P5*05*Q, we may choose a positive integer

N such that

/-"(*) n u 5* o 5*/-m(x) r\ v
for all m^N.

Since each f~m(x) is connected,

quence yn, n = N, A+l,
yn clusters

we may choose a se-

• • • , with each ynCf~"(x) —U\JV. Clearly

at some y0£A—

U^JV,

contradicting

lim/-n(x)CLAJPr.

Therefore, lim f~n(x) is connected and hence is a continuum.
(C) No point separates any pair of points of lim/~n(x) in A. Otherwise, there is a£A,
p and q in lim/_n(x)
such that

X-a

= pyjQ,

P\Q,

pGP,

qCQ.

Since f~n(x) converges to both p and q, there is a positive integer
such that/_m(x)
meets both P and Q for m^n. By (B) we have

a £ (1 \f-m(x):m
whence
/(x)<x.

fN+l(a) =/(x)

It follows easily

=x,

in contradiction

that/(lim/_n(x))Clim

K = n {/'(lim/-«(*)):*=
is a non-null

continuum,

/(A)

N

= A},
of our assumption
/_n(x),

that

so that

1, 2, ••• }

= K, and no point

separates

any pair
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of points of K in X. Since A<ZJ~n(A), for each n— 1, 2, • • ■ , we con-

clude that

KCX-ACX-E.
This completes

Corollary

the proof.

9.1. 7/ E is a point, then KQX—E.

The theorem of Schweigert
[9] and Wallace
from the machinery set up in this section.

Theorem
continuum

10 (Schweigert-Wallace)

[10] follows easily

. Let X be a locally connected

with an endelement E. ISS(X) —X is a homeomorphism

such

that S(E) =E, then / has a fixed point x^E.
Proof.
By Lemma 13, / and /_1 are order-preserving,
and by
Lemma 14, there is a cutpoint p of X such that p and S(p) are comparable. If p(E.E, then S(p) is a cutpoint whence by Lemma 8, S(p)

= p. If p<GX-E, either p^S(P) or S(P)^P- H P^SiP), then by
Theorem 8, there exists K(ZE(xo), x0£-X" —E, such that /(/£) = K.
Since £(x0) =x0, the theorem is proved. If S(p) ^p, then by the same
reasoning,/-1
has a fixed point in X —E.
It is natural to inquire whether Theorem 10 holds if / is nonalternating
or monotone. We give a counterexample.
Let X consist
of all points (x, y, t) in 3-space, with 0 ^tS 2, and satisfying

x* + y* = 1 _ t*,
x = 0 = y,
X is a locally connected

Define/:X->X
/
S(x,y,t)=[-1-—1
3x ' y> '

\

continuum,

if 0 :g I gfl,
if 1 £ f g 2.

and e— (0, 0, 2) is an endpoint.

by
(1 - 2/)x
'tf

+ yiyn

(1 - 21)y
(y + >,2)i/2

S(x, y, t) = (0, 0, 2t)

\
2M
)

if 0 ^ <g 1/2,

if 1/2 ^ * g 1,

/(x, y, /) = e

if 1 g 7 ^ 2.

/ is continuous, monotone, and /(e) = e, but there are no other fixed
points. Of course, the subcontinuum

K=

{(x, y, t):t = 0}

is fixed under/.
The techniques
employed
in proving Theorem
9 depend very
strongly on local connectedness.
Schweigert
[9] has shown that if X
is a semi locally connected separable continuum with an endelement
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£, and/(A) = A is a homeomorphism which keeps £ fixed, then there
exists an/-invariant
subcontinuum
A?*£, no pair of points of which
can be separated by any point in A. Wallace [10] showed that semi
local connectedness
and separability
may be dropped, and that in
the presence of local connectedness, A is a point (Theorem 10 above).
The question we raise here is whether Theorem 9 is valid in the nonlocally connected case. While this conjecture seems reasonable, it is
unlikely that the order-theoretic
methods employed in this paper are
adequate.
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